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Abstract. One of the main causes of a limited use of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technologies in
bridge deck assessment is the speed of data collection and analysis. The paper describes development and
implementation of the RABIT (Robotics Assisted Bridge Inspection Tool) for data collection using multiple
NDE technologies. The system is designed to characterize three most common deterioration types in
concrete bridge decks: rebar corrosion, delamination, and concrete degradation. It implements four NDE
technologies: electrical resistivity (ER), impact echo (IE), ground-penetrating radar (GPR), and ultrasonic
surface waves (USW) method. The technologies are used in a complementary way to enhance the
interpretation. In addition, the system utilizes advanced vision to complement traditional visual inspection.
Finally, the RABIT collects data at a significantly higher speed than it is done using traditional NDE
equipment. The robotic system is complemented by an advanced data interpretation. The associated platform
for the enhanced interpretation of condition assessment in concrete bridge decks utilizes data integration,
fusion, and deterioration and defect visualization. This paper concentrates on the validation and field
implementation of two NDE technologies. The first one is IE used in the delamination detection and
characterization, while the second one is the USW method used in the assessment of concrete quality. The
validation of performance of the two methods was conducted on a 9 m long and 3.6 m wide fabricated
bridge structure with numerous artificial defects embedded in the deck
Keywords: concrete; bridge decks; delamination; modulus; NDT; impact echo; surface wave testing;
robotics; automation

1. Introduction
Concrete bridge decks deteriorate faster than other bridge components. The primary reason is
their direct exposure to traffic and environmental loads, and consequently to maintenance
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procedures, like salt spreading in winter months. In addition, the inspection practices of the most
State Departments of Transportation (DOTs) in the United States, and other bridge owners, detect
problems only once those have reached their last stage of progression. Because of the mentioned
reasons, State DOTs are using between 50 and 80 percent of their budgets for maintenance,
rehabilitation, and replacement of bridges on concrete bridge decks.
The performance of concrete bridge decks was identified as the most important bridge
performance issue by the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA's) Long Term Bridge
Performance (LTBP) Program. To create knowledge about the performance of bridge decks, it is
envisioned that hundreds of bridges will be evaluated and monitored in the next phase of the LTBP
Program. To make this challenging task feasible, the FHWA initiated in 2011 the development of a
robotic system for NDE of concrete bridge decks named RABIT (Robotics Assisted Bridge
Inspection Tool). The main goal of the development was to improve both the speed and automation
of data collection and data analysis components.
The following sections describe RABIT's components, operation and typical results. The
specific objective of the paper is to describe the use of acoustic methods implemented in RABIT in
concrete quality and delamination assessment, and present results related to the validation of their
performance.

2. Deck Inspection using rabit
Effective bridge management requires strategies in the assessment of bridge decks that would
enable capturing deterioration at all stages of its development. This can be achieved, among others,
by a proper selection and implementation of NDE technologies. The most common types of bridge
deck deterioration include corrosion, delamination, vertical cracking and overall concrete quality
degradation. For example, in cases where deterioration is primarily caused by corrosion, the
process can be described as the one initiated by the development of corrosive environment
(Papadakis 2013). One of the ways to detect and characterize corrosive environment is by
electrical resistivity (ER) measurements (Whiting and Nagi, 2003), and to some extent by ground
penetrating radar (GPR) surveys (White 2014). As the corrosive environment becomes more
severe, it will initiate corrosion activity in rebars. Furthermore, rebar corrosion will cause micro
and macro cracking of concrete. These changes will be reflected through reduction of concrete
elastic properties, which can be measured using the ultrasonic surface waves (USW) method
(Nazarian et al., 1993). As the deterioration progresses, it is manifested in deck delamination,
which can be detected and characterized using impact echo (IE) (Sansalone et al. 1993), and often
by GPR. Bridge decks with cementitious overlays, like Latex modified concrete (LMC), can be
surveyed. However, for bridge decks with asphalt overlays, ER cannot provide meaningful results,
and IE and USW measurements should be conducted at temperatures below 10 degrees Celsius.
2.1 Description of RABIT components
The RABIT system utilizes four NDE technologies: IE., USW, ER and GPR, and high
resolution imaging of the deck surface and test point surrounding to inspect bridge decks. The
main RABIT components on the front end are shown in Fig. 1. There are two acoustic arrays. Each
of the arrays has multiple sources and receivers that enable multiple IE and USW testing, as will
be discussed and illustrated later. The manual NDE technology equivalents for IE and USW testing
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are shoown at the bottom of thee figure. The arrays are pneumatically
p
y lowered too couple the sources
s
and receivers to thhe deck surfaace. The totaal width of the
t two arrayys is 1.8 m, which matches the
scanning width of the
t system. It
I is also equuivalent to thee half width of a typical llane.
RA
ABIT's acousttic arrays, with
w their largge number off sources andd receivers aand the arrangement
of the two, can be considered to be equivalent to fourteeen IE and eight or more USW devicees. This
is illusstrated in Figg. 2. This enaables surveyss at a much higher
h
spatiall resolution tthan it is com
mmonly
used inn deck testinng using mannual devices.. It can be described thatt IE testing iis conducted
d with a
15 cm resolution, and USW with
w a 30 cm resolution in
n the deck's transverse ddirection. Co
orrosive
environment is asssessed by fouur Proceq Reesipod electrical resistivity (Wenner) probes attacched on
the froont side of thee acoustic arrrays, as show
wn in Fig. 1. To establishh electrical coontacts betw
ween the
deck surface
s
and probes, the probes' elecctrodes are being
b
continnuously moisstened using
g a fine
sprayinng system. Finally,
F
there are two highh resolution cameras
c
on the
t front endd that are bein
ng used
to cappture the decck surface for
f mapping of cracks, spalls, prevvious repairs and other surface
anomaalies. The im
mages that aree being taken every 60 cm
c are later stitched intoo one or morre large
high reesolution imaages of the deck
d
surface.

Fig. 1 Froont end of RA
ABIT with acooustic arrays, resistivity
r
probbes and digitaal cameras
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F 2 View of the bottom side
Fig.
s of an acouustic array and
d description of
o sensor and receiver usag
ge

B
side of RA
ABIT with tw
wo GPR arrayss and mast witth a panoramiic camera
Fig. 3 Back
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Thee back side view
v
of RAB
BIT is shownn in Fig. 3. Two
T IDS Hi-Bright GPR arrays are attached
a
on the rear side off the deploym
ment mechannism. Each of
o the arrayss has sixteenn GPR anten
nnas, or
eight pairs
p
antennaas of dual pollarization. Foor a compariison, a manual single GPR antenna iss shown
at the bottom rightt corner. Also, the panoramic cameraa placed on a pneumatic mast in the middle
of the robot can bee observed inn the figure. The mast can
n lift the cam
mera up to 4..5 m for imaaging of
wider bridge
b
deck areas.
2 RABIT navvigation and
d data colle
ection
2.2
Thee RABIT is conducting data
d
collection fully auto
onomously. To navigate autonomoussly, the
RABIT
T uses three devices. Thhe primary navigation
n
sy
ystem is a diifferential GPS. The rob
bot uses
two Novatel
N
antennnas mountedd on the robbot, as shown
n in Fig. 1, and the thirrd, the base station,
mountted on a trippod typicallyy on one end of the briidge. In adddition, RABIT has an on
n-board
inertial measuremeent unit (IMU
U) and a whheel encoder.. The inform
mation from tthe three sysstems is
fused using
u
a Kalm
man filter to facilitate moovement with
h an accuracyy on the ordeer of 5 cm orrder for
the moost of scannning. The suurvey starts with taking of the GPS
S coordinates of the GP
PS base
stationn. This needss to be donee only once for a particu
ular bridge. Afterwards, the data colllection
path can be fully defined by taking GPS coordinatess at three arbbitrarily seleected points on the
bridge deck.

Fig. 4 Sample path planninng and RABIT
T movement during
d
surveyss
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Fiig. 5 Commannd van, and daata collection and
a robot monnitoring displaays

Thee surveys aree conducted by multiplee 1.8 m widee sweeps of the RABIT in the longiitudinal
bridge direction, as
a illustratedd in Fig. 4. The robot moves
m
and stops
s
at presscribed increements,
typicallly 30 to 60 cm, and depploys the sennsor arrays to
o collect the data. At thee end of a sttrip, the
robot first rotates in place 1880 and degreees and mov
ve sidewayss across the bridge to th
he next
scanning strip position before proceeding with anotheer sweep. Thhis process iss also illustrrated in
Fig. 4. This type off maneuverinng can be accomplished due
d to the foour omni-direectional wheeels that
allow the robot too move lateerally and too turn at a zero radiuss. RABIT can collect data
d
on
approxximately 3000 m2 of a briddge deck areaa per hour.
All the data from
m the sensorr arrays and probes,
p
and digital
d
camerras are wirelessly transm
mitted to
the "coommand vann" shown inn Fig. 5. Thee "command
d van" servess two main purposes. Th
he first
purposse is RABIT
T transportation. The RA
ABIT is tran
nsported withh the acousttic and GPR
R arrays
foldedd, as shown in the figuree. The robott loading an
nd unloadingg is done usiing two ram
mps and
manuaal control of the
t robot usiing a keyboaard or joysticck. The seconnd, and moree important purpose
p
of the command vaan is to provide monitoriing of all rob
bot operationns during the data collectiion and
analysis. Four mainn displays arre used for thhat purpose, as well as foor the displayy in real or neear real
time construction
c
of conditionn maps for some of th
he NDE techhnologies, ccalculates co
ondition
indicess (Gucunski et al. 2012)) and createss stitched decck surface im
mages. In adddition, two smaller
displayys enable moonitoring of the
t robot moovement and survey progrression.

oustic array validation study
3. Aco
1 Preparatio
on of concre
ete bridge deck
d
in laborratory
3.1
A validation
v
briidge structure was built on
o one of thee campuses of
o Rutgers Unniversity to assist
a
in
researcch activities related to thhe development of autom
mated non-deestructive evaluation tech
hniques
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for concrete bridge decks. The bridge consists of a concrete deck and three supporting steel beams
with steel bracing. The bridge is supported by two concrete abutments, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
The concrete deck is 9 m long, 3.6 m wide (30 ft by 12 ft), and 203 mm (8 in.) thick. Therefore, it
is large enough to simulate an actual reinforced concrete bridge deck. The concrete deck was built
with two mats of uncoated reinforcing steel at 50 mm (2 in.) and 165 mm (6.5 in.) depths,
respectively. Each of the reinforcing mats consists of 13 mm (#4) steel bars spaced at 165 mm (6.5
in.) in the longitudinal direction and 16 mm (#5) steel bars spaced at 177 mm (7 in.) in the
transverse direction. The concrete mixture was designed to have a minimum 28-day compressive
strength of 34.37 MPa (5000 psi), and the average 28-day compressive strength tested according to
ASTM C39 was 64.53 MPa (9360 psi). The P-wave velocity measured by a direct method
described in ASTM C1383 was 4530 m/s. The top surface of the slab was lightly broom finished
for a rough surface, and water cured for 7 days after casting. The reinforcing steel used in the
validation slab was grade 60 according to AASHTO M31.
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Fig. 6 Reinforced concrete validation bridge deck: (a) plan view of the specimen showing location of
defects, (b) section view of A-A of the specimen, and (c) section view of B-B of the specimen.
(Note: the locations of defects shown do not represent actual locations.)
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Fig. 7 NDE validation briidge structure

Thee simulated concrete
c
decck was desiggned to contaain four diffe
ferent types oof artificial defects:
d
delamiinations haviing various depths
d
and arreal extent (D
DL), surface--breaking craacks having various
v
depthss (CK), deterriorated regiions with reeduced elastiic modulus (RM),
(
and ffour cable conduits
(three of zinc and one
o of plasticc) including steel strandss with differeent grouting cconditions (ssee Fig.
6). Thee delaminatiions were fabbricated by using
u
two layers of plasttic foam piecces covered by thin
plasticc film with vaarious sizes and at three different dep
pths. Shallow
w delaminations was placced at a
5 cm (2 in.) depth, intermediatee delaminatioons at a 10 cm (4 in.) deppth, and deepp delaminatio
ons at a
17 cm
m (6.5 in.) deepth. To insuure that the delamination
d
ns are positiooned at the ddesigned dep
pth, the
thickneess of the slab was dividded into fourr layers (a laayer includinng the bottom
m reinforcing steel,
middlee of the slab,, a layer inclluding the top reinforcing
g steel, and the
t top surfaace of the slaab), and
concreete was casteed layer by layer.
l
Surface-breaking cracks
c
were built in the deck by inseerting a
layer of
o plastic sheets before concrete
c
cassting. The deesign depths of the four vertical cracks are
(2.5, 5,
5 7.5 and 100 cm (1, 2, 3, and 4 in.), respectiveely. The detteriorated reggions with reduced
r
elastic modulus weere prepared by insertingg concrete blocks of a seggregated or uuniform sizee coarse
aggreggate. The maagnitudes off the reduceed modulus of the concrrete blocks were estimaated by
measuring P-wave velocity thrrough the conncrete blockss and mass density
d
of thee block, resu
ulting in
about 60% of the solid
s
concrette. Four cablle conduit made
m
of differrent materialls (zinc, and platic),
groutinng conditionns (fully-, annd paritially-grouted), an
nd steel strannd in different condition
ns (with
and wiithout breakaage) were innserted in thee concrete. In
n addition, about
a
25% of the concrette deck
was prepared for monitoring of chloridee-induced deeterioration through acccelerated corrrosion.
Pocketts of high chhloride mix (15% of Cl- by
b weight) was
w placed onn the five sellected region
ns (CID
1 to 5)) during castting. Conseqquently, 45 kg
k of natural sea salt wass uniformly ddistributed over
o
the
regions and mixed during conccrete pouringg.
2 Acoustic scanning
s
on
n the concre
ete bridge deck
3.2
Thee RABIT waas programm
med to automaatically navigate and collect data on the concretee bridge
deck (see
(
Fig. 8). Two acousstic arrays innplemented in front of the the RAB
BIT were used for
acousttic scanning of the concrrete speimen. The width of each acouustic array iss 90 cm (3 ft),
ft so it
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covers a 180 cm (6 ft) wide strip of a bridge deck by unfolding two acoustic arrays on the deck
surface. In this study only two scanning lines (see Fig. 8) were needed to cover the whole width of
the concrete bridge deck. The RABIT automatically stopped every 30 cm (1ft) and performed IE
and USW tests using the two acoustic arrays. At each test location, a single acoustic array took 16
time-records from 4 groups accelerometers (4 accelerometers in each group) and 4 impact sources.
Consequently, a total of 1920 time signals (16x2x60) were taken and stored. To collect the data at
a single tets point, which is composed of (i) stopping at the test point, (ii) data collection, and (iii)
moving to the next point, took about 15 seconds. Therefore, the total time for scanning of the deck
3.6 by 9 m (12 by 30 ft) was about 20 minutes. This is a significantly reduced time, for a much
larger volume of data, compared to conventional manual testing. Moreover, only two operators,
one in the command van and the other on the concrete deck, were needed to conduct the data
collection process.
3.3 IE and USW analyses
There are different ways of interpreting the severity of the delamination in a concrete deck with
the IE method. One of the ways used in this study is shown in Fig. 8. The deck is described as
solid or intact, if the dominant frequency corresponds to the thickness stretch modes (Lamb waves)
family. In that case, the frequency of the fundamental thickness stretch mode (the
zero-group-velocity frequency of the first symmetric (S1) Lamb mode, or also called the IE
frequency (fIE). The frequency can be related to the thickness of a plate H for a known P-wave
velocity Cp of concrete by

H  1Cp / 2 fIE

Fig. 8 Trajectory of the RABIT movement during the acoustic scanning

(1)
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where β1 is a corrrection factorr that depennds on Poisso
on’s ratio off concrete, aand is rangin
ng from
0.945 to
t 0.957 for typical conccrete. A delam
minated poin
nt in the deckk will theoreetically demo
onstrate
a shiftt in the thickkness stretchh mode towaard higher vaalues because the wave rreflections occur
o
at
shallow
wer depths. Depending
D
o the extentt and continu
on
uity of the delamination,
d
, the partitioning of
the waave energy reeflected from
m the bottom
m of the deck
k and the delaamination m
may vary. Thee initial
or inciipient delamination, desccribed as occcasional sepaaration withiin the depth of the slab, can be
identiffied through the presencce of dominnant frequen
ncies associaated with thhe thickness stretch
modess from both the bottom
m of the decck and the delaminatioon. Progresseed delaminaation is
characcterized by a single peakk at a frequuency corresp
ponding to the depth off the delamiination.
Finallyy, in cases off wide or shaallow delaminations, the dominant response of thee deck to an impact
is chaaracterized by
b a low frequency
f
response of flexural-moode oscillatiions of the upper
delamiinated portioon of the deckk. The four conditions
c
arre being assiggned grades of sound, fair, poor
and serrious/severe,, respectivelyy.
Thee ultrasonic surface
s
wavees (USW) tecchnique is an
n offshoot off the spectrall analysis of surface
waves (SASW) method
m
used to
t evaluate material
m
pro
operties (elasstic moduli) in the near-surface
zone. The
T SASW uses
u
the phennomenon of surface wav
ve dispersion (i.e., velocitty of propagation is
a function of frequuency or wavve length) inn layered sysstems to obtain the inforrmation abou
ut layer
thickneess and elasttic moduli. The
T SASW test
t consists of recordingg the responnse of the deeck (see
Fig. 9)), at two receiver locatiions, to an impact
i
on th
he surface of
o the deck. The surfacee wave
velocitty as a funcction of frequuency, termeed the dispeersion curve)) is obtainedd by measurring the
phase difference  betweenn the two sennsors (sensor 1 and sensor 2) as follow
ws

F 8 Grades from
Fig.
f
IE testing for various degrees
d
of decck delaminatioon
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(2)

where f is frequenncy and d iss distance beetween two sensors. Thhe USW testt is identicall to the
SASW
W, except thatt the frequenncy range off interest is liimited to a narrow
n
high--frequency raange in
which the surface wave penetrration depthh does not ex
xceed the thickness of thhe tested objject. In
cases of relativelyy homogeneeous materiaals, the velo
ocity of the surface waaves does no
ot vary
significantly with frequency. The
T surface wave velociity can be precisely
p
relaated to the material
m
modulus, or concreete modulus in the case of bridge deecks, using either
e
the meeasured or asssumed
mass density,
d
and Poisson’s
P
rattio of the maaterial. In thee case of a soound and hom
mogenous deeck, the
velocitty of the surfface waves will
w show litttle variability
y. An averagge velocity iss used to corrrelate it
to the concrete moodulus. A more
m
rigorouss way to obtain the moddulus profilee of the deck
k is by
going through inveersion or bacck calculatioon process (G
Ganji et al. 1998). Signiificant variattions in
the phase velocity (dispersion curve) are tyypically an in
ndication off the presencee of a delam
mination
or otheer anomaly.
Forr the IE testt, a single acceleromete
a
er was used to measuree the dynam
mic response of the
concreete deck. the following are
a the basic steps in the data analysiis. The time domain sign
nals are
converrted to the frrequency dom
main using the
t fast Fourrier trasform
m algorithm. A Hann win
ndow is
appliedd to the raw time signals to eliminatee contribution
ns of the surfface wave coomponents, th
he very
first hiigh amplitudde part of the signal. To inncrease the frequency
f
ressolution of thhe obatined spectra,
s
a zero vector is added. In the anlaysis
a
fo RABIT
R
data a vector of 1024 zeros is added to provide a
resoluttion of aboutt 244 Hz. Tyypical signalss from an IE
E test in the time and freqquency domaains are
shownn in Figs. 10 and 11. Tim
me signals reecorded overr a solid or intact
i
regionn (6G), over a deep
delamiination (11J)), and a shaallow delam
mination (9B) are shownn in Fig. 100(a) through
h 10(c),
respectively.

Fig. 9 Schematic of
o evaluation of
o concrete mo
odulus by SASW (USW) m
method
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The frequency spectra corresponding to the time signals shown in Fig. 10 are presented in Figs.
11(a)-11(c), respectively. The frequency response from the solid or intact regions shows a
dominant peak frequency around 11 kHz, which matches well the full-thickness IE mode
frequency calculated using Eq. (1). Shallow delaminations generate a low-frequency response,
which in this case had a dominant frequency about 4.5 kHz as a result of flexural vibrations.
Intermediate delaminations generate both flexural and thickness stretch modes, the second
corresponding to the delamination depth. In contrast, deep delaminations at a 16 cm (6.5 in.) depth
correspond to the thickness mode of about 13 kHz.
For the USW test, a pair of accelerometers (near and far receivers) was used to measure the
surface wave velocity in the region between the two receivers. Typical time signals recorded by
near and far receivers are shown in Fig. 12(a). A Hann window was applied to the raw time signals
to extract the surface wave components, again the first high amplitude portions of the signal.
Similarly to IE, a zero vector of a length of 1024 is added to increase the frequency resolution to
about 244 Hz. The phase velocity of the surface waves were calculated using Eq. (2), and
illustrated in Fig. 12(c). The phase difference (angle) shown in Fig. 12(b) is obtained from the
phase of a cross-power spectrum of the two signals. More details on the calculation of the phase
angle and development of the dispersion curve are provided in Nazarian et al. (1983). The elastic
modulus based on the simplified procedure is shown in Fig. 12(d).
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Fig. 10 Typical time records from the acoustic array for three deck locations: (a) (X,Y) = (6,G), (b) (11,J),
and (c) (9,B)
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Fig. 11 Typical spectra obtained from the fast Fourier transform (amplitude) of the time signals shown in
Fig. 10: (a) (X,Y) = (6,G), (b) (11,J), and (c) (9,B)

3.4 Condition maps
Fig. 13(a) is the delamination map based on the procedure illustrated in Fig. 8. The resulting
condition map confirms that impact echo is effective in detecting and characterizing the most of
the delaminations in the concrete deck. The locations of shallow delaminations (DL4, DL5, DL7
and DL11) shown as red spots or areas, indicating “serious condition” in the delamination map.
Deep and intermediate delaminations are shown as green to yellow areas, indicating “fair to poor
condition,” respectively. However, the lower spatial resolution in the x direction hinders the ability
to detect delaminations of short length in the x direction (e.g., DL10). In summary, the ability of
the RABIT's IE array to detect and characterize delamination was demonstrated.
In addition, the locations of the areas with a reduced concrete modulus and with hollow or
partially grouted ducts are also shown in the IE condition map. It can be seen that some of the
artificial defects were missed in the condition map, primarily due to the lower spatial resolution.
For the accelerated corrosion test region, the condition is marked as green to yellow, or “fair to
poor” condition. The peak frequencies obtained in those regions are only slightly lower than IE
frequency for the solid or intact regions. It can be physically interpreted that there is higher
porosity and/or that micro cracks in concrete are developing due to corrosion activity in the salt
contaminated test region, but have not caused delamination yet.
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Fig. 12 USW procedure for calcualting elastic modulus of concrete: (a) typical time signals, (b) the phase
angle versus frequency, (c) the dispersion curve (phase velocity versus wavelength), and (d)
approximate elastic modulus of concrete versus depth

Fig. 13(b) is the concrete quality (modulus) map based on the USW method procedure
illustrated in Fig. 9. The resulting modulus in the whole concrete deck ranges between 7.0 to 52.2
GPa with an average of 38.04 GPa and standard deviation of 8.46 GPa. Thus the coefficient of
variation (COV) was about 22%. The COV of the USW on the validation slab appears to be little
bit higher compared to the one by manual USW tests in the field, which is typically on the order of
10 to 20%. However, this variability more likely due to higher density of artificial defects in the
validation slab than actual bridge decks.
The USW does not point to the locations of artificial defects for two reasons. The first reason is
the physical principle of the USW measurement. The second reason is a lower spatial resolution of
the USW test setup than of the IE test setup, as it was illustrated in Fig. 2. However, the USW
condition map provides a reasonably good correlation to the IE condition map in the accelerated
corrosion test region. As the corrosion activity has influenced the P-wave velocity and, thus, the
dominant frequency response in the IE test, it has reduced the velocity of surface waves in the
USW test. Therefore, the fusion of the IE and USW would result in more complete condition
assessment of concrete under corrosion activity.

Delamination and concrete quality assessment of concrete bridge decks…
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 13 Concrete condition maps from: (a) the IE and (b) USW tests using the RABIT's acoustic arrays

4. Conclusions
The RABIT system for data collection using multiple NDE technologies to characterize
corrosion, delamination, and concrete degradation. The acoustic arrays play an especially important
role, since they provide assessment with respect to delamination and concrete quality, or concrete
degradation. The performance of two technologies used for that purpose: impact echo (IE) and
ultrasonic surface waves (USW), was validated on a 9 m long and 3.6 m wide fabricated bridge
structure with numerous artificial defects embedded in the deck. The resulting condition map
confirms that impact echo is effective in detecting and characterizing the most of the delaminations
in the fabricated concrete deck. Omission of two delaminations is attributed to the lower spatial
resolution in the direction of the RABIT movement. The concrete modulus of the deck, as measured
by the USW test, is in the expected range and the data dispersion corresponds to a typically
observed modulus dispersion on actual bridges measured by manual NDE devices. The USW
clearly identified a decrease in concrete modulus in the deck area undergoing accelerated corrosion.
Since the decrease of wave velocities was observed in both the IE and USW tests, the fusion of the
two would result in more reliable detection of concrete areas undergoing corrosion.
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Even on this small bridge structure the high speed of RABIT's data collection was demonstrated.
However, real benefits with respect to the speed of data collection are achieved on real bridges.
From the RABIT deployment on a number of actual bridges, an average production rate with respect
to data collection is estimated to be 350 m2 of bridge deck area per hour. This speed of data
collection opens opportunities for periodical data collection on a large number of bridges, or with
multiple RABITs on a network level. Implementation of the RABIT within the LTBP Program will
also enable comprehensive validation of the performance of embedded NDE technologies on actual
bridges. This will be achieved through physical sampling, like coring and chloride concentration
profiling, and comparisons with the results from a range of manual NDE technologies.
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